Abstract-Necessary and sufiicient conditions for a partitioned matrix to be nonnegative definite and positive definite are derived in terms of its four submatices.
We use element.ary arguments to derive conditions for an arbitrarily partitioned Hermitian matrix where the asterisk denotes the conjugate transpose, to be nonnegative definite (Q > 0) and positive definite (Q > 0). The need for conditions for Q > 0 arose in a study of the inverse problem of linear opt,imal control; the conditions for Q > 0, which follow as a corollary, are probably known (and possibly those for Q 2 0 as well). 
Theorem:
for some (nonunique) L.
over 5%. Thus differentiating (9) with respect to n * we have Since Qr 2 0, the quadrat,ic form (9) has, for any 21, a minimum whence &&*x1 = -Q r x 2 .
(11 1
Using (10) and (11) in (9), we find that t,he minimum of x*@ over x2
and for any x1 is min x*& = xl*(Qll -LQpL*)xl 2 1 whence (3a) is necessary.
The conditions I, are therefore necessary for Q 2 0, and since toget,her they imply t.hat the minimum of x*Qz over x 2 for any x1 is nonnegative, they are also sufficient.
We note that the condition Qll 2 0 of L, which is obviously necessary as well, is implied by (la) and (3a):
The condition = QJf of I b is also implied in (3a):
shorn that x1*&12 must. vanish for all x 1 such t.hat il*Qll = 0. I n other words, the columns of QI2 must be a linear combination of those of Thus if (10) has a solution L, (.?a) holds. Conversely, if (sa) holds, one solution of (10) is seen to be L = Q12Q22*. In fact., the general solution of (10) is
where Y is any matrix such that YQpZ = 0. By substitution of (12) in ( (1) where the ai are taken to be real. The polynomial (1) can be regarded as the characteristic polynomial of a system described by a set of h e a r differential equations
Added in
where A = [ai] is an ?t X TL matxi=. In part.icular, if the components of the state vector x are phase variables, then A is in companion form and the coefficients ai are the actual system parameters. The sensitivity problem associated with (1) is to determine what happens to the roots of a ( x ) i f some of the ai vary. One approach 111, [2] has been to obtain expressions for the variations in the roots for given small changes in the ai. The problem of studying how t.he roots of a(h) vary with general changes in the ai i s a difficult one [3], and the aim of this correspondence is to deal with a more restricted situation in which a@) is assumed to be stable (i.e., all it.s roots have negative real parts). Expressions are derived for scalars bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n -I, such that if 
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